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sound broadcasting. Each Monograph describes work
that has been done by the Engineering Division of the
BBC and includes, where appropriate, a survey of earlier
work on the same subject. From time to time the series
may include selected reprints of articles by BBC authors
that have appeared in technical journals. Papers dealing
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THE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF LIMITERS FOR
SOUND PROGRAMME CIRCUITS
SUMMARY
The monograph describes a series of experiments carried out jn order to establish the optimum dynamic characteristics
of limiters used to protect transmitters and other equipment in the sound programme chain against overload through
excessive signal levels.
It w_as found impossible, with ~xisting type_s of limiter, to avoid momentary excessive signal levels at the output unless
the gam control was made so rapid m operation as to introduce audible distortion products. To overcome this difficulty,
a new type of hm1ter was evolved, m wluch a fast-actmg servo loop 1s made to operate a slow-acting gain-control system
from which the programme output is taken; the programme input is applied to the gain-control element of the latter with
a time delay sufficient to avoid transient overshoot of the signal level.
The gain fluctuations resulting from the operation of a limiter can -produce various unaesthetic effects· in the new
design, these effects were mitigated by making the effective recovery time-constant vary with signal level. '

1. Introduction

results of this work were eventually embodied in a new
type of limiter.
For the present purpose, the transient process of gain
reduction----<:ommonly referred to as 'attack'-and that of
gain recovery wiH be considered separately, since, in
general, these two aspects of limiter performance may be
regarded as independent.

It is common practice in sound broadcasting to interpose, at the modulation input of each transmitter, a
sound-signal Umiter for the prevention of accidental overmodulation. In this limiter, a portion of the transmitted
signal, rectified and smoothed, controls a variable-gain
element; matters are so arranged that any increase in
signal amplitude above a prescribed level is offset by a
corresponding decrease in gain, the maximum steadystate output from the system being thus restricted to a
constant value. On reduction of the signal amplitude,
any lost gain is recovered at a rate sufficiently slow to
avoid appreciable waveform distortion of the signal.
Limiters of this kind have been used not only on transmitters but also in sound recording and on line-transmission systems, and in recent years have been introduced
into individual microphone channels in studios.
The steady-state performance of a sound-signal limiter
can be specified without difficulty, and static characteristics closely approaching the ideal can be readily achieved in practice. On the other hand, the transient characteristics of such a device cannot always be described in
simple and unambiguous terms, while the performance
under dynamic conditions is at best a compromise between
conflicting requirements.
The dynamic characteristics of limiters used in the
BBC were originally arrived at by empirical adjustment
based on conditions obtaining at m.f. transmitters in the
1940 to 1950 period. In more recent years, however,
problems, not originalJy envjsaged, arose from the growing practice of utilizing limiters to produce intentional
compression effects and from the possible use of several
limiters connected in tandem in international music circuits. It was therefore decided, in I 964, to re-examine
the subject with a view to specifying the dynamic characteristics desirable in a limiter for use in a modern broadcasting system. In the course of the investigation, it became apparent that some of the desirable characteristics
were not obtainable from existing equipment, and new
devices were developed to achieve the required end; the

2. Control Range
The primary function of a limiter in a broadcasting chain
is to prevent overmodulation of the transmission system
by occasional signals of exceptionally high level, the occurrence of which cannot be anticipated by a manualcontrol operator. From programme Jcvel statistics, it appears that only about I per cent of the peaks registered
by a peak programme meter' (P.P.M.) at the studio output exceed the nominal* maximum Jevel for the system
while only 0· 2 per cent of the peaks exceed a level 2 dB
above this; under normal circumstances, a Ji miter used
for purely protective purposes might not have to operate
more often than once every few minutes, producing on
each occasion a temporary gain reduction of only a few
decibels. On the other hand, limiters are sometimes used
to compress the dynamic range of the signal. To this end,
the gam of the circuit ahead of the limiter is raised so
that the nominal maximum signal level is as much as
12 dB above the point at which limiting commences; the
automatic-gain-control action is then continuous over
all but the quietest passages of programme. Between
these two extremes, the possibility of excess levels due to
accidental maladjustment of equipment and the cumulative effect of gain changes in the various links of a programme chain has to be catered for. It was therefore decided that in determining the optimum parameters for a
• The qualification '.nominal' has to be used, firstly because with
manual control there 1s a smaH but finite probability that this JeveJ
will be exceeded and secondly because the P.P.M. used for measuring_ levels has itself a finite time-constant and may not, therefore,
md1cate the full crest value of the signal wa vefo.rm.
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the initial transient varies so much between different
types of limiter that more than one quantity is required
to describe it; for the purpose of this monograph, however, it will be sufficient to use a single quantity TA 12 , defined as the time taken, after the sudden application of a
tone, for an initial 12 dB overshoot at the limiter output
to be reduced by 4 dB. t
It is convenient at this point to deal likewise with the
definition of a quantity T,12 representing the recovery
time of a limiter; this v.111 be taken as the time, after the
cessation of a signal, required for the gain, after an initial
reduction by 12 dB, to return to within 4 dB of its final
no-signal value. t

limiter, any compromise between conflicting requirements should be based on the performance observed with
the nominal maximum programme input level set 12 dB
above the threshold of gain reduction; in addition, however, the performance of the system was checked at lower
input levels.

3. Attack Characteristic
3.1 General
Because of the finite charging time-constant of the signal rectifier and smoothing system which produce the
control bias of a limiter, some time necessarily elapses
after the arrival of a signal before the appropriate degree
of gain reduction is effected; moreover, if the incoming
signal waveform includes a pulse having a duration sma11
compared with the charge time constant of the rectifier,
the full degree of gain reduction required can never be
achieved. Thus, with the rapidly fluctuating signals which
occur in the transmission of speech and music, the gain
of the limiter-and hence the output signal amplitudemay from time to time exceed the steady-state value
which would have been obtained with a constant input
level; this effect will be referred to for brevity as 'overshoot'. If the overshoot signal amplitude at the limiter
output is greater than the maximum for which the remainder of the transmission chain is designed, audible
distortion or interference with other channels may be
caused.

3.2 Duration of Overshoot
It seems reasonable to suppose that there is some
critical value for the duration of the signal overshoot
below which any resulting distortion would not last long
enough to be audible, though the figure may be expected
to vary somewhat with the amplitude of the overshoot
and with the transfer characteristic of the overloaded
transmission chain. On the basis of early experience with
limiters operating on medium wave transmitters in a
purely protective capacity-i.e. without any attempt to
compress the dynamic range-the critical time has, in the
past, been assumed to be of the order of a few milliseconds, the criterion for adequate limiter pl'!rformance
being that no overshoot should be observable on a standard P.P.M., of which the integrating time* is JO ms.
In referring to the duration of the overshoot, it is convenient to have some quantitative indication of the time
taken by the limiter to perform its function. In this connection, it is common to use the term 'attack time', a
single quantity derived, by a process usually unspecified,
from the envelope of the output signal obtained when a
tone is suddenly applied to the input. In fact, the form of

3.3 Assessment of Digtortion Due to Overshoot
The initial experiments in the present investigation
were aimed at determining the longest permissible duration of overshoot for a limiter operating with a nominal
maximum input signal 12 dB above the threshold of gain
reduction if the distortion due to the transient overloading
of the transmission system is to remain inaudible. To this
end, the limiter under test was followed by a circuit having
a transfer characteristic designed to imitate that of the
transmission system.
In practice, distortion will frequently arise in equipment having a fairly well-defined overload level above
which clipping of the signal waveform takes place; to
simulate the possible conditions, a full-wave peak clipping circuit was constructed. This was designed to represent a system containing an ideal a.m. transmitter or an
amplifier having a high degree of negative feedback, the
transfer characteristic remaining in each case substantially linear up to the overload point. Fig. 1 shows the
harmonic distortion produced by the clipping circuit as a
function of signal level; the clipping level was determined
by observing, on a C.R.O., the flattening of the signal
waveform.
Fig. 2 shows, in diagrammatic form, the experimental
layout. A recorded excerpt of piano music known to be
particularly susceptible to clipping distortion was reproduced, via the limiter and clipper circuit, on a BBC
standard high-quality monitoring loudspeaker in a quiet
listening room acoustically treated to simulate a domestic
environment. Ganged attenuators operating in opposite
sense were introduced into the system immediately before
and after the clipper, and it was thus possible, without
altering the reproduced volume, to vary the separation S
(dB) between the clipping level and the steady-state
maximum output level from the limiter. For each value
of T1,_12 , a number of observers were invited, in turn, to
find by trial the minimum value of S consistent with the
avoidance of audible distortion.

* The minimwn duration of a tone burst required to produce a
meter indication 2 dB below that obtained with a steady tolle of the
same amplitude. The figure given is that which would be obtained
with a signal rectifier of 2·5 ms charging time-constant and effectively infinite discharge time, followed by an indicating instrument
having negligible overs.wing.

t Following the principles of the current C.C.I.T.T. specification
for compressors, the figure of 4 dB, which appears in the definitions
of both TA 12 and T.Rm is chosen because, on the linear scale of the
C.R.O. used to observe the signal envelope, it represents a point
midway bet\vecn the initial and final amplitudes; in the measurement of recovery time, however, the amplitude 06s1:rved is that of a
tone, too low in level to actuate the control circuits, which is applied
to enable the gain to be measured.
6
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Fig. 3 shows the relationship between TA12 and S obtained* using a BBC standard limiter in which the attack
characteristic was modified as required by inserting various values of series resistance in the charge circuit of the
control rectifier; the results represent the mean for five
observers, and limits representing plus and minus one
standard deviation are shown. The recovery time TR12
was set at 500 ms .
For values of T. 12 down to 0·5 ms-the shortest time
obtainable with the type of limiter used-the value of S
was never less than about 3 dB.
In order to extend the scope of the tests, an existing
BBC Research Department limiter design, originally intended for stereophony, was modified to permit T. 12 to
be made as low as 10 p,s. For such rapid operation, special
precautions were necessary to prevent any components
of the rectified signal in the control system from entering
the programme chain, giving the subjective effect of distortion. To this end, particular care was taken to prevent
steep-fronted current impulses generated in the control
system from entering the common d.c. supply, to preserve symmetry in the push-pull variable-loss circuits up
to the highest audio frequencies, and to mount the pushpull transistors concerned in thermal contact so as to
minimize drift of balance with temperature. As the limiter
had been originally designed for stereophony, the variable-gain stage was duplicated, but for the present purpose, the control signal was derived from only one of
these stages; the other was used to provide a check on
the amount of any residual breakthrough of control
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signal under working conditions. Fig. 4 shows the arrangement jn block schematic form; VGl and VG2 are
the two varjable-gain stages, the gain-bias relationships
of which were matched to within 0· 1 dB overt he working
range. The control signal and programme input were

level as to be only just perceptible when the gain of the
chain after the limiter was increased by 20 dB or more
above normal.
The subjective test procedure detailed in Section 3.3
was repeated using the modified stereophonic limiter
described above. However, as T,\ 12 was progressively reduced, it was found that audible distortion could no
longer be eliminated by increasing the value of S or even
by removing the clipper altogether~although all other
elements in the chain were capable of accepting the full
I 2 dB overshoot from the limiter without overloading.
Breakthrough of the control signal into the programme
circuit was demonstrably negligible, and it was therefore
concluded that the distortion heard was that due to
modulation of the programme by the control voltage;
that is, it was a necessary consequence of the rapid change
in gain. This type of quality impairment will be referred
to for brevity as modulation djstortion.
For values ofTA 12 from 0·4 ms upwards, the curve (a)
shown in Fig. 5 was obtained; the minimum value of S
is again about 3 dB. There was no value of Tm for which
the distortions arising from signal overshoot and from
over-rapid gain reduction could be simultaneously
avoided.
It wHl be seen that the increase in S with T,1 12 shown as
curve (a) in Fig. 5 is more rapid than in the corresponding
curve of Fig. 3. The divergence adses from differences in
the form of the initial signal transient in the two cases;
this factor, already referred to in Section 3.2, does not,
however, affect the conclusion of the previous paragraph.
To complete the picture, the effect of varying the recovery time of the limiter was investigated. For curve (a)
of Fig. 5 the value of recovery time Tm 2 was 400 ms;

variablcz:
gain

amplifler1
VG1

~ - - - - - I ~ f----,

rectifiar and .....L.11...f---+---<
input----,-➔ smoothing
s.ystem----.....-

L-~..c;r o----<~ ,-----7 - - output
SI

voriabkl.

gom
amplifozr 2
VG2

F;g. 4 -Limiter with duplicate variable-gain stage and
attack time variable over extended range

applied to both VG I and VG2 while the programme output was taken from V02 alone. At any time during an
experiment, programme input to VG2 could be interrupted by the switch SI, the gain control action of VG2 continuing to follow that of VO I; any incursion of the control signal into the programme output could then be
heard against a quiet background. It was found possible,
by careful balancing of the push-pull elements in V02,
to reduce interference from the control chain to such a
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repet1t1on of the subjective tests with T, 12 reduced to
100 ms produced curve (b). It will be seen that for a

the signal incoming to tbe limiter and not by the signal
at the output. The resulting circuit, which is well known
to the art, is shown in block schematic form in Fig. 6.

given attack time, the effects of overshoot are ni.ore pronounced with the shorter recovery time. The explanation

of this effect lies in the fact that in the course of the test
passage the gain of the limiter rarely returned to its nosignal value; the degree of overshoot produced by a given
peak in the signal waveform therefore depended on the

rec tifiar
and
smoothing
systi;:m

gain existing at the tirne, which in turn was a function of

the previous signal level and of the rate of gain recovery.
As indicated earlier, it was originally supposed that the
variation of S with TA12 would be primarily attributable

signal
input

control

to variation in the period of time for which the overshoot

currant

signal was clipped. However, the results shown in curves
(a) and (b) of Fig. 5 could, to a first approximation, have
been equally well predicted on the assumption that any
signal peak extending beyond the clipping level will pro-

--~--~£$ f-➔--

duce audible distortion, irrespective of the duration of
the excursion. According to this argument, lowering the
value of TA 12 will cause the limiter to operate on peaks

s;gnal

output

variabl12
gain
amplili12r

~lay
mztwork

Fig. 6 - Input-controlled limiter with delay network

of short duration which wonld otherwise have no effect,

To eliminate overshoot with all types of signal it is
necessary that the rectifier and smoothing system which
provides the control voltage for the variable-gain element
have a sufficiently short charging time to register fully the
crest value of the shortest peak likely to occur-ideally,
the shortest peak which the bandwidth of the system will
allow to pass. It can, however, be predicted from the
bandwidth of the system-and the conclusion has been

so that the average gain is reduced; increasing the recovery time TR 12 will likewise reduce the average gain.
Variation in S with attack and recovery time is then a
di~ect consequence of the resulting variation in average
gain.

Whether it be the duration or the amplitude of tbe
overshoot which mainly determines the degree of audible
distortion, the conclusion to be drawn from the experimental evidence is the same; for the complete avoidance

confirmed by experiment-that in order to meet this re-

quirement with the circuit of Fig. 6, the rate of gain reduction would have to be so great as to produce modula-

of such distortion, it is clear that, with the type of automatic gain control under consideration, the overload
point of the transmission system must lie several decibels

tion distortion.

above the steady-state limiting level-a condition which

3.4.2 Use of Step-shaping Network
By a slight refinement to the system of Fig. 6 it was
found possible to avoid both overshoot and modulation
distortion. In Fig. 7, which shows the new arrangement.2
the control rectifier system is made sufficiently rapid in
action to register the crest value of the shortest incoming
pulse. The rate of rise of the control signal reaching the
variable-gain element is then restricted by a step-shaping

entails an appreciable sacrifice in effidency and/or signalto-noise ratio. It would have been possible, by extending

the scope of the experiments to other types of programme
and by employing a greater number of observers, to

establish more accurately the factor of safety required.
In the circumstances, however, it was considered more
profitable to consider some alternative form of automatic

gain control which should be equally effective under
dynamic and static conditions, without itself introducing

audible distortion.

re1:ctif112r
and
smoothing

For the complete avoidance of overshoot in an automatic gain control device, some form of signal delay is
necessary to allow time for gain reduction to take place.

syst12m

st12p-

::~-£tfk

Possible applications of this artifice are discussed in the
next section.
~igna1_,._~
input

3.4 Limiter Systems Utilizing Delay Networks
3.4.1 Current Practice
Overshoot in a limiter can, in principle, be reduced to
any desired extent by introducing an appropriate delay
network ahead of the variable-gain element, so that by
the time the programme signal reaches this point in the
chain, the gain reduction effected by the control circuits
is substantially complete. It is clearly essential with this
arrangement that the gain control system be operated by

control

currant

~--'>---~ ,.,, f-➔--signal
Y

dt.?loy
natwork

. output

var10 12
gain
ampllfiar

Fig. 7 - Input-controlled limiter with step-shaping and
delay networks
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network so that the resulting rate of change of gain is not
rapid enough to cause audible modulation distortion. To
avoid overshoot, the arrival of the signal at the variablegain element has to be delayed, as before, for a time
sufficient for the control signal to reach its full value.

practice, the ratio of discharge to charge time-constants
is so Jarge that, on the time scale concerned in the present

discussion, the discharge of the smoothing capacitor may
be neglected.
The control signal from the rectifier passes through the
step-shaping network before reaching the variable-gain
amplifier. In Fig. 8, curve (c) shows the current at the
output of the step-shaping network and curve (d) the

twic-Q
limiting

l12v12I

resulting change in the amplification of the variable-gain

half
limiting

amplifier. The step-shaping network is designed, on the
basis of subjective experiments, to allow the required total
gain reduction to be effected in the shortest possible time
consistent with the avoidance of audible modulation dis-

IQ:VQI

(a/

tortjon.

Fig. 8, curve (e), shows the signal reaching the input of
the variable-gain amplifier after passing through the
delay network. The time delay thus produced is made
such that the peak in the signal waveform arrives at the
moment when the amplifier gain has been reduced to the
value required to avoid overshoot.
Fig. 8, curve (fl, shows the signal at the output of the
limiter. It will be seen that the level of the sinusoidal

(bl

!cl

wave train is reduced in antidpation of the superimposed
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It may be noted, in passing, that if variable gain is
achieved by the use of slow-acting devices, such as certain

(di

types of photo-sensitive element, it may be possible to
dispense with part or all of the step-shaping network.
3.4.3 Use of Duplicate Variable-gain Stage
Input-controlled limiter circuits suffer from the practical disadvantage that the form of the output/input
characteristic depends on the gain/bias law of the variable-gain element. Ideally, any increase of input signal
above the limiting level should bring about an exactly
compensating decrease in gain, but, with few exceptions,
the required relationship is difficult to achieve. In an
output-controlled limiter, on the other hand, the servo
action makes the output/input characteristic substantially
independent of the gain/bias law of the variable-gain
element.
By utilizing the duplicated variable-gain system of Fig.
4, it is possible to produce a limiter circuit with signal
delay ahead of the variable-gain element, while retaining
the advantage of a servo system. Fig. 9 shows the result
of applying this artifice' to the circuit of Fig. 7. As in
Fig. 4, the variable-gain amplifier VG!, together with a
rectifier and smoothing system designed to respond to
the shortest peak in the incoming signal, form a selfcontai □ed output-operated limiter, while the programme
output is taken from a second variable-gain amplifier
VG2. As in Fig. 7, the gain variations of the amplifier
from which the programme output is taken are slowed
down by a step-shaping network, the time taken to effect
gain reduction being compensated by delaying the arrival
of the programme signal.
The arrangement of Fig. 9 is not difficult to realize in
practice; it is easier to contrive two accurately matched
variable-gain elements having an unspecified gain/bias
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Fig. 8 -

Waveforms illustrating the action of the circuit
of Fig. 7

Curves (a) to (f) in Fig. 8 show the voltages in various
parts of the system of Fig. 7 as a function of time. For the
purpose of illustration, the incoming signal, illustrated in
curve (a), consists of a sinusoidal voltage together with a
single narrow pulse, the rate of rise of which is the maxi-

mum possible for the system; for simplicity the amplitudes are made such that if no automatic gain reduction

took place, the peak voltages produced at the output of
the system by the sinusoidal train plus pulse and the
sinusoidal train alone would be respectively twice and
half the limiting level.
The control voltage at the output of the rectifier and
smoothing system is shown at (b); the charge time-constant of the system is made so short-of the order of
10 µs-that the voltage rises in step with the increase of
signal above the limiting level, reaching a final value
corresponding to the crest of the signal wave. As usual in
10
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Fig. 9 - Output-controlled limiter with step-shaping and
delay networks

(b)

Fig. 10 - Step-shaping network
3.4.4 Determination of Characteristics of Step-shaping
Network
Reference has been made to the design of the stepshaping network on the basis of subjective tests; this procedure will now be described.
To keep the length of the required delay-line to a minimum, it was necessary to choose a form of step-shaping

network which allowed the required gain reduction to be
effected in the shortest possible time consistent with the
avoidance of audible modulation distortion. Subjective
experiments \Vere carried out using the simple halfsection low-pass filter shown in Fig. I0(a), the step response of which was of the form shown in Fig. 10(b). An
overshoot Ii of about 12 per cent was allowed; this led to a
momentary reduction of the limiter gain to a figure slightly below its steady-state value. Provision was made for
varying the time , which elapsed before the gain first
reached its final steady-state value while keeping L/C
constant, i.e. without altering the form of the step response.
For the purpose of the tests, the limiter arrangement
of Fig. 9 was used, but in the first instance the delay network was omitted; care was taken to ensure an adequate
margin of safety in the circuit to avoid overload under
transient conditions. The programme material consisted
of an excerpt of piano music known to give a clear indication of the onset of modulation distortion; the limiter
was 'lined-up' to give a maximum gain reduction, on
programme, of 12 dB. In each experiment, the observer
compared the output of the test limiter with that of a
conventional limiter operating under identical conditions
but having an attack time sufficiently long to make the
modulation distortion inaudible. Starting with a time ,
so short that modulation distortion was obvious, the observer then increased ,, gradually and the figure T min at
which distortion became imperceptible was noted.

(a) Circuit

(b) Response to unit step

For eight observers the mean value of Tmin was 250 µs,
with a standard deviation of 56 /LS- The experiment was
repeated with networks having step-responses varying
from the oscillatory form produced by low damping to
the exponential form obtained when L = 0; all were
found to require a longer time to approach the final
steady-state than that obtained with the circuit of Fig. 10.
With the introduction of the delay-line before the
variable-gain stage, the maximum rate of change of gain
occurs just before, instead of simultaneously with, the
signal peak initiating the gain reduction. It was thought
that in these circumstances less distortion might occur
for a given rate of change of gain. The subjective experiments were therefore repeated using an adjustable delay
network in conjunction with the step-shaping network of
Fig. 10. In each experiment the delay network and stepshaping network were adjusted simultaneously, a small
factor of safety against signal overshoot being introduced
by making the delay 5 per cent greater than T. The mean
value of T min for six observers was 200 µs with a standard
deviation of 35 /LS- The differenee between this result and
that obtained without the delay network is in the expected
direction and is probably large enough to be statistically
significant.
In vjew of the foregojng, it was decided, in designing
an experimental limiter, to adopt a value of Tunn of
305 µ.s, three standard deviations above the mean arrived
at in the last series of experiments; on a 'Normal' distribution, modulation distortion would then be perceptible
to less than 0 · 5 per cent of observers. The corresponding
delay time to be provided in the network ahead of VG2
is then 320 /LS-

4. Recovery Characteristic

discharged through another resistor producing a timeconstant of 40 seconds; this arrangement gave, in effect,
a double time-constant, the gain-recovery period being
automatically prolonged according to the amount and
duration of the gain reduction which preceded it. Similar
devices have been provided in various commercial limiters.
These artifices, while appreciably ameliorating the situation, still fail to bridge the gap between the more extreme
requirements, and the present experiments were aimed at
extending the range of conditions over which satisfactory
operation is possible.
It was found that some of the difficulties associated
with _a long recovery time could be overcome by making
the time-constant dependent on output signal level;' a
recovery time-constant far in excess of that normally
permissible can be allowed, provided that the system is
arranged to revert automatically to the usual compromise
~alue of 500 to 1000 ms during pauses or quiet passages
m the programme.
There remains the problem of achieving a sufficiently
rapid gain recovery after the limiter has been operated by
a signal of less than syllabic duration, while at the same
time avoiding flutter effects on sustained passages. These
two requirements are in direct conflict; a useful compromise can, however, be achieved by a double-time-constant circuit having fixed parameters, so designed that
whenever the limiter operates as a result of a short duration signal peak, part of the gain is recovered very rapidly,
leaving the remainder to be restored at a slower rate.
The circuit arrangement fin a Hy adopted* incorporated
both the artifices described above, so that the overall
effect may be loosely described as that of a triple timeconstant. The steps by which the parameters of this
system were arrived at will now be briefly related; the
values given, which are based on the subjective judgement
of the three authors using a variety of recorded programme material, should be regarded as provisional only
and are not claimed to represent the optimum compromise in all circumstances.

4.1 General
The operation of a limiter may impair the programme
quality by the introduction of effects which, while not
classifiable as distortion in the ordinary sense of the word,
can nevertheless be aesthetically objectionable. These
impairments, which increase in severity with the degree

of gain reduction, depend largely on the rate of gain recovery with time.
If the gain recovery period extends over several seconds, it will be observed that occasional exceptionally
high signal levels, momentary in duration and in some
cases making little impact on the ear, produce a sudden
and prolonged gain reduction. At the other extreme, if gain
recovery is substantially complete within a syllabic period,
say 0 · 2 second, the following effects are apparent:On speech, the rise of gain between words, or even between syllables, frequently exaggerates breath noises as
well as certain initial consonants. On music, the rise of
gain during sustained piano notes or during the natural
decay of sound in reverberant surroundings opposes, and
may even temporarily reverse, the original fall in level
with time. In a sustained choral or orchestral passage,
random fluctuations in the crest value of the signal produce corresponding inverse fluctuations in gain, the result being heard as a fluttering effect. The rise in gain at
every pause in the programme accentuates background
noise, such as studio rumble, tape hiss, or 'print-through'.
In the case of a sporting commentary, the level of any
crowd noise in the background follows the fluctuations
in gain, giving rise to an effect often referred to in the
literature as 'gain pumping'.
When the limiter is used as a syllabic compressor, the
unaesthetic effects of rapid gain recovery have, of course,
to be accepted as the price paid for the increase in average
signal level obtainable by this means. The discussion
which follows is, however, concerned with the more difficult case of a protective limiter, the function of which
like that of a human operator, is to apply such overali
corrections to the programme level as may be necessary
to prevent over1oad of the transmission system, while
making the minimum possible change in the short-term
dynamic range.

4.3 Choice of Parameters
Fig. 11 shows, in simplified form, the essential elements
of the triple-time-constant circuit. The longest effective
time-constant is formed by the product C.(R 1 + R 1 '); for
programme levels below the prescribed change-over point,
R/ is short-circuited electronically-a process symbolized
in Fig. 11 by the switch SI-leaving an intermediate value
of time-constant C1 R 1 . The shortest time-constant is
formed by C 2R 2 .
It is convenient to consider first the circumstances in
which the longest possible recovery time is desirable.
Probably the most extreme requirement is represented by
a staccato chord played in a concert hall without audience, followed by a pause during which the reverberant
sound is heard to die away. For the present purpose, a
test passage illustrating this condition was selected from

4.2 Double- and Triple-time-constant Circuits
To avoid the more extreme effects described above, it
is usual to arrange, as a compromise, for the recovery
time-constant of the limiter control circuit to be of the
order of 500 to 1000 ms. There is, however, no single
relationship between gain recovery and time by which all
of the effects described can be avoided, and various
attempts have therefore been made to achieve a better
compromise by making the effective recovery time-constant vary automatically with the nature of the signal. In
one such device, introduced into early BBC limiters, the
reservoir capacitor of the control-bias rectifier was made
to discharge, through a resistor giving a time-constant of
500 ms, into a much larger capacitor which, in turn, was

* The ~rn,lrumentation of this part of the experimental equipment
was earned out by R. L. Deane.
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decay associated with C 2 R 2 . Certain sibilant speech sounds
R2
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produce brief but large excess levels and it was found necessary to allow about three-quarters of the control voltage
to be discharged quickly, i.e. to make C, ~ C1/3, in order
to avoid prolonged gain depression.
If the excess signal is maintained for a sufficient period,
the distribution of voltage between C1 and C, changes,
at a rate dependent on the time-constant formed by
(C1 + C2) and
R,(R, + R 1') .
R 1 +R,'+R,'

Control rectifier system with triple time-constant

eventually the proportion of the control voltage across
C 2 becomes
R2
R 1 +Ri'+R2

experimental orchestral recordings made in St Andrew's
Hall, Glasgow; observations were made first with a
BBC standard type oflimiter which had been modified to
allow the recovery time to be lengthened, and later with
an experimental limiter of the type shown in Fig. 9. It
was found that in order to avoid any audible change
in reverberation, the longest time-constant C 1(R 1 + R1°)
had to be at least 4 seconds; however, in order to allow
for the possibility of the simultaneous operation of two

which with the restrictions already laid down, is
negligibly small. The rate of gain recovery is then
almost entirely determined by the long time-constant
C.(R1 + R/).
.
The time taken for the redistribution of voltage IS determined almost entirely by R,. If the value of this resistor is too high, flutter effects may occur-if too low,
gain reduction may be unnecessarily prolonged. The
compromise value arrived at by trial was such as to make
C,R,~33 ms.

or three limiters in tandem-a condition in which the

overall rate of gain recovery with time is greater than that
of each limiter alone-this figure was later increased to
10 seconds.
The intermediate time-constant C 1R 1 should ideally be
such that the limiter gain is fully restored within the inter-

With a recovery time-constant as short as 33 ms, some
gain variation during the signal cycle-and hence some
waveform distortion-is to be expected at ]ow frequencies. Since, however, the 33 ms time-constant is operative
only at the onset of a signa1, such effects are transient in

vals between different speakers in a discussion or inter-

view, but is held at its reduced value as long as the one
person continues to speak. As previous1y indicated, the

best compromise is obtained with a lime-constant of between 500 and 1000 ms; in the present case, a value of
720 ms was adopted.
The signal level at which the change of time-constant
takes place has to be set sufficiently low to avoid appreciably interfering with the 'tail' of a long reverberation
process, but not so low that the operation could be upset
by background noises. For programmes including classical music covering a wide dynamic range, a suitable

character and could not be detected subjectively on any
of the available programme material.

5. Design of Experimental Limiter
5.1 General
Figs 12(a) and 12(b) show an experimental limiter
based on Fig. 9 and incorporating the gain-recovery circuit of Fig. 11. It is unnecessary for the present purpose

change-over point was found to be that at which the out-

to consider the design in detail, but mention will be made

put signal falls to 20 dB below the limiting level.

of such aspects as may be of general interest.
.
The servo loop, including the output-controlled vana ble-gain amplifier VG!, had an attack time TA12 oOess
than IO µ.s. To achieve the necessary speed of operat10n,
the amplitude/frequency characteristic of this part of the
circuit had to be uniform beyond the normal audio frequency range, the upper frequency limit being about 180
kHz.
11 was found advantageous to provide a meter calibrated in decibels of gala reduction. This was actuated
by a signal derived from the variable-gain-element control-voltage and applied to a differential ampltfier to
eliminate the standing voltage.
The delay network was constructed from ten secondorder all-pass sections; the group delay of 320 µsis constant to within 10 per cent from Oto 16 kHz.

Initial tests using a relay to change the recovery tjme-

constants produced an audible discontinuity on prolonged reverberation; however, a satisfactory compro-

mise was eventually effected by the use of appropriate
solid-state circuitry producing a gradual transition.
The function of the short-time-constant circuit C 2R 2 is

to avoid prolonged gain depression after a brief, isolated
excess signal. The initial division of the contro1 voltage
resuhing from such a signal is determined by the capacitance values of C 1 and C 2 ,

c.
c.+c

2

being the proportion of the control voltage developed
across C 2 and consequently subject to the rapid rate of
13

Fig. 12(a) -

Fig. 12(b) -

Experimental limiter; external ~·iew

Experimental limiter; internal view showing delay network
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5.2 Variable-gain Element
In the design of a variable-gain element for a limiter
it is necessary to ensure that no component of the control
signal appears at the programme output. Devices, such
as variable-mu valves, diodes or transistors, in which the
mean current is varied by the control signal, have therefore to be arranged in accurately balanced push-pull or
bridge circuits. Light-controlled variable resistors have
been produced which are inherently free from controlsignal breakthrough but devices of this kind so far available have a response time of the order of 1 ms, which is
too long for use in the fast-acting servo system. For the
present purpose, the most convenient form of variablegain circuit consists of an attenuator including in its
shunt arm the source-to-drain path of a field-effect
transistor (F.E.T.),' the control voltage being applied to
the gate. No d.c. supply is superimposed on the programme signal current flowing in the F.E.T. and the gate
impedance is very high; in these circumstances, the mean
current between source and drain is zero, and breakthrough of the control signal into the programme output
is negligible.
In the experimental limiter, p-channel-type F.E.T.s are
used in the variable-gain circuits of both the slow- and
fast-acting contro] systems, the circuit constants being
arranged to pennit a maximum gain reduction of 20 dB.
The current/voltage relationship in the source-to-drain
path is non-linear, but the signal voltage across this path
was kept sufficiently low to avoid audible waveform distortion.
It may be noted that any distortion produced by the
F.E.T. could, if necessary, be partially compensated by
applying a portion of the outgoing programme signal
voltage to the gate,' though some modification to the circuit would be necessary to avoid control voltages appearing at the programme output. Alternatively, a tetrode
F.E.T. could be employed, the control signal being
applied to one gate and the compensating signal derived
from the programme output to the other.
In order to obtain the required flat-topped output/
input characteristic for the limiter, it is necessary that the
relationship between control voltage and source-to-drain
resistance for the F.E.T.s in VGl and VG2 be identical.*
This requirement was met by selecting the F.E.T.s and
by adjusting the values of the resistors associated with
them in the variable-gain cfrcuits.

an appropriate signal delay network. The same artifice
could, of course, be applied, where necessary, to compressors and other automatic gain control devices.

The gain recovery characteristics of limiters are also
subject to conflicting requirements. Attention has been
concentrated on the difficult case in which the overall
programme volume has to be regulated without introducing aesthetically objectionable effects through shortterm gajn fluctuation and a compromise solution, involvjng automatic varfation of the effective recovery time
constant over a range of about 300: I, has been evolved.
It is possible that similar devices could form the basis for
an automatic gain control for unattended studios,
though for this purpose some of the recovery timeconstants might require to be modified.
An experimental limiter embodying the various features referred to above has been constructed. The opportunity has been taken to explore the potentialities of
F.E.T.s as variable resistance elements; these appear to
be superior to any of the devices hitherto employed in
automatic gajn control cfrcuits.
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6. Conclusions
It has been found that the control circuits of conventional limiters are not fully effective under transient con-

ditions unless the speed of operation is made so high as to
produce audible distortion through modulation of the
programme signal. The difficulty has been overcome by a
new type of control system involving both fast-acting
and slow-acting variable-gain circuits in conjunction with
•Asimilar requirement would, of course, arise in Lhe two channels of a conventional stereophonic limiter using F.E.T.s.
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